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Al;stract
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Three Peespectives on Writing

The article explores the process of writing from three perspectives. The

first sees writing as a communicative aoa\. The observation, that to write

Ss to commUncate, though commonplace, has major, and sometimes surprising,
*

implications for a theory of writing. It forces us to focus on t e active

role of the reader and leads us to an emphasis on the audience in choosing

tasits.for beginning1writers. The second perspective sees writing in the'

context of a taxenomy of communicative acts.* We explore the differences

0 .. .

between writing and participating in a conversation, and discuss the.

theoretical and practical implications of these differences. The tbird ,

perspective focuses on.writing as a decomposable process whose product.musit
A i

still fulfill an overall communicative function. To this end, we conSider-

various subprocesses oiting--d1scovering and manipulating ideas and

generating text at different structural"leirels., The three perspectives

suggest a number of questions for regearch on writing.
6
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Three Perspectives on Writing

Three'Perspactives on'WritIng

The poet's trade, the writer's trade is a strange ond. Chesterton
.., said, %In1946,one thing is needful--everything." J. L. Borges

(in di Giovanni, HalPern, & MacShane, 1973)

A What is writing? A childvin school might say that writing is an

exercise to impro*e penmanship; or, that f't is an extension of talking to

oneself; or% perhaps, that it is conversation written down. Poets,I.
linguists, litgary analyats.and rhetoricians have likewise given their'

definitions of writing. Perhaps writing is difficult t9.defioe because it
P

cannot be separated fromIthinkihg, creatibg, or ay-en from life experiences.

As an act of communication it involves both a iqriter-and a reader, as well

As words on a page. To be a writer, one needs to take all of this into

account; as Chesterton said, everything is relevant.

0
In the,midst of this complexity people still need to know answers to .

1 some specific questions abdut writing:. .How db children learn to write?

Why do some people have difflculties in writing,well? What is the best way
.g

to teach writing? Can there be a theory of good writing? Questions such-
.

as these define the goale of our inquiry.
.0

But where do we begin in the ana1ysis of a process as complex as

writing? Rather than:attempting a gl bal analysis, we have taken three
A

perspectives, or flaahlights, which wehope w111 illuminate enough of. what

writing is all aboui.so thatrwe can forqulate tentative answers to some of

the questions posed abeve. The advantage of a flashlight is that it

highlights only:certain aspegts of the proceas, allowing ua to concentrate

on those and'igngte.the rest, which remain in darkness. The ?esut of buch

an analysis, then, is not a unified theory of writing, but rather insights
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into the process from several perspectives, and questions whose answer&

would.contribute to a more comprehensive theory.

.

With out* first flashligW, we see writing as a communicative act. The

observation that to write is to communicate, though commonplace,

and sOmetimes surprising implications for a theory of writing:

hs te focus on the active role of the reader and leads us to an

.

the audience in choosing tasks for'beginning writers. With our,

.has major,

It forces

emphasis on

second

flashlight,,we see writing in.the context of.a taxonomy of commUnicative
ss

acts. We explore the.differences between writing and conversing, writing

4
and lecturing, writing A play and writing astory, and.spotlight the

importAnt theoretical and practical implications of these difierencesq Our

/

third flashlightIOCuses on writing as a decomposable process whose product

must still fulfill -an overall communicative functlonX To this end,we

train the flashlight sequentially on various subprocesses ofriting--
4.

discovering and manipulating ideas andgenerating text at different_

structural levels. The analysis is only an initial attempt to sPecify the

elements of a process tihebry of writirig, a theory which will evolve from

questions suggeated by this processAriented view.

These three perspectives allo0 us t6 begin to formulate answers to

r

some of the questions posed above. In.terms of peaching writing, they lead

us to search for tasks which, although they are'less complex than writing a

story from start to finish, still maintain the primary function of

language--to communicate to an audience. To take an Over-simple example,
0

'-
we would prefer the task: "Write a funny sentence using the word 'banana'

to thd task: "Write five sentences each usidg the wor4 1.banana'"'beRause
/

).

. ... ,

the former takes into account an audienceowho might laugh at the sentence.
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4nother implication for education follows directly from viewing
,

writing .as'a process coafosed If subproceates. Teaching.people to senaiate
,

.
)0

ihe various taik comOonents allows them to 14ard'how to use the m4t
,

effectivd generation strategies for each,sufiprocess, how to edit with
;

.

.'respect'to each and how to ignore other constraints.while
. f '

. .
6

...

working on asubprocess (Fldwer & Hayes, A981).4 People who write a 16t
,4 . .

-

develop many of these techniques in the course of their experience, hilt

they are not uSually taught to children explicitly ind must be learned in a

. painful trial and error.fashion. Yet, knowing techniques is Clearly not

sufficient-for good writing., since'aitechnique for achieving one

communicative goal fty -interfere with the achievement of another. For

4 .

examplf, the Phtroduction of humor may strengthen the hold On the'reader's

intIest, while simultaneously lessening the r, eader's ;es ct 'for a':

,.,,

position being argued. Our discussion of wAping'as i.c mmu icative act
;,

'

with explicit goals prOkrides a preliminary language foi d scussing thede

,

interactions..

Equally impor6nt fata'a theory of writing and for teaching writing is

a theory of the text-struCture constraints.'operating in fluent writing.

Such a theorY would be a theory of good structures rather than of well-
,

formed structures. Most theories lieretofore have condentrated gn defining f

well-formedness. .For example, a syntactic rammar attempts tospecify the

set:,0Ewell-foraed sentenceS (phOmsky, 1957)-and a 'story grammar attempts

to specify the set of,well-formed stories (Rumelhart,1975). But books on

how tO write (Hall, 1973; StrUhk & White, 1972) specify'a different Class

of constraints oil sentainde, paragraph, and tex,, structures; constraints

designed to make texts more readable.and memora le. The good structures
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...

*fitting these constraints, are in gewal a subset of the set of wellformed
'-

Li

structures. Our focus on_the subptocesses of writing and .sthe structural

levels of text proW.des a framework for defining effective text structures.

Finalli, a theory of writing should provide a description of where the

. ,

major difficulties arise in the process. Insights into theSe difficulties

arise from a consideration of the dinerenc'es among varfous'language

A
experiences and the more demanding cognitive skills writing entails. We

provide there some cha cterization of the problems mast often experienced

by beginning writers, as well as sate techniques for -surtounting these

problems.

# Writing as a Communicative Act . .

One might thinklof.writing as a proc.sawhereby one person "moves "

(-'
-

ideas from his or her mind into the mind of another. SuCh a view, often 11/4.

-

..called the "transportation metaphor," appears plausible at first glance.

It conjures pp phrases'from mathematicalinformation and communication

theory siich as "the rate of infgrmation transfer," Which in turn suggest

that writing is basically "transferring ideas tO paper." Reading is then a

process of recovering the information in the text. If the channel is' not

too "noisy," then the ideas will have moved successfully 'from one mind to

the other.

That the transportation metaphoy is inadequate can be seen from a
V

1
consideration of two points, one related to the writer, the other to the

U.

reader. The first point is that ideas pecessarily evolve with the

production of text. What seem to be three good points initially become

two, or four, when they mpst be expressed in words. The need to connect

ideas causes cohnectiAg ideas to iprOduced. Words themselves stimulate
-

4
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'idea production,; The'

,

ge'pbe mena.,are
#

of' the activity' of writing.

into existenceOuring

The\second point

..Three Perépedaves on Writing

centralo, not just incidental, aspects
, ,

Phu jhe ideast we "move".t§ the pdper.come

,4

and because of thfact of moyn the%.

is.that the sullpoped channel for informaxion from: the

writer to the reader is viorse than unpredictably noiy. The reader'plays.

an active role in determining'what informa

read not only between the lines, but 4nt1 elly outside e . Information

_never intended to becommpnicated Can be undAstOod" by the'reader.

s to b -\ansferred and may_

KnSwing that the reader is an,active part c pant should and does Suggest to

the good writer a concern for how the text wi I be read,mat_just how it is
,

wrttten: The writer must, in effect, take the p sition ofAtte reader, and '

interpret the .text as the hnagined reader would.

perspective means that the writer has to apply his

is change of

r her beliefs about how

the reader will construct a model of the text's meaning. Where the meaning ,

would become Ihclear, thewriter must rewrite, taking intb Accounelhow'the

imagined readei-tright be str ying down the wrong pith. This constraint,on
41

le to apply perfectly for one reader, mucwriting ig, of course, impossi

less for all readers.
.

In fact, one of the nost difficblraspects of

writing, especially for beginnerop, may be the necessity.to address an

unknown Snd non-individual audience (see Bruce, 1980, 1981).4 -

Rejection of the tran sportation ,etaphor widens the scope o uestions

a writer should be concerned with:but alio makes possible better iting.
t

For example, a writer should,consider that a corApct idea, well eressed,

May still fail to achieve the writer's purpobe.- Thewriter needs tcr ask
e e

Opstions such as the following: (a) Is the.form of text (e.g., parody,,
40

argument, fable) appropriate-to the function it is expected to serve? (b)

4

$ .
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Wifl the imagined reader be affected in tbe desired way?. (c) Are

'simultaneous functions (e.g:, humor and ilfortation) being Served? (d)

Dpes each .giructural level achieve its purpdse?

In an 'effort to make this analysislmore focused, FA have identifie&

four principles that byrm.tacit objectives in any.communicatiye act. In

writing, these objectives are realized by;d1ifferent structures and devices

at different levels of a text. There are sometimes otJier objectives, such

as making a text legally unambiguous, but these four appear to have the

greatest generalitY.

Comprehensibility. An tm ortant.ajecticre in writing is to make the

text as easy as possibleifor th eader to understand. What the writer.

must do is to give the reader enough cilues to rnstruet. the correct model.'

of the text. Some strategies that increase comprehenAbility aie thq

,following: examples to illustfate general principles, filling in

intervening steps in arguultntsand using short, simple sentences.

Enticingness. If a reader gets bored and puts aside a.text before

finishing it, its comprehensibility is irrelevant. Therefore, it is

tnportant to use various devices bk hold the reader's attention, In c"

conianction., it is somettnes wisest to include the most important .

inforlytion in the beginning; in case,the reader stops reading for some

reason. *re are a variety of devices designed to accomplish this
\

objective: pyramid text, formf the use of suspense or humor, and

entrapping the reader emotionally with the characters.

Persuasi/eness. Commonly inlmexposing texts, the goal ig not only to

explain some set of ideas, but also to convince the reader the ideas are

true (Martin & OhMann, 1963). Therg are a number of devices used to make

,

t

. - .
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, .

texts mote persuasive: the argument form used in some texts, admission by

the writer of any problems or limitations, the detailed degcription of

methods used, and the invocation of authoritative opinion.

Memorgbility. An important principle, particulatly for expository,
..

writing, is to structure the writing so that'the feeder can hold the

essential parts of th'e text in memory. This quality, which 6 call

memorability, goes beyond.ease of understanding. A text can be easy to

vmderstand, but not very memorable; magazine articles, for example; are*

often highly readable but nearly impossible to remember after a few days.

Memorability is achieved in a number of.ways atdifferent levels of

text.' Using structurts that are easi tq remember, such as tree structures,

and, tables, is one,important means. fhe use of headings'and

statements about Ole structure of the text also helps.the reader organize

the material to remember the key points. Experiments by Meyer (1975) and4

Thorndyke (1977) halie shown how different structural aspects of text affect

people's ability to remember it.

The view of,writing as a communicative act betNeen.the writer and the

readers, rather than as idea transportation, leads to a number of research

questions: How much do writers differ their implicit use of a model of
4

the reader? Cans a beginning writer be taught to,think of the text ftom'the

,

perspective of a-typrcal reader? How does writing differ from other

communicative acts? What techniques are available to a writer to 'avoid

havfng to simulate the imagihed feeder at every step? How can idea

production and texr production be integrated? How can a writer evaluate'

the text with respect to its purpose, given that ideas .cannot j ust "be*: in

iN ihe text?

0
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Writthg and Other LangUage Experiences
A

4 Each language experience, from readin' comics tO listeoirig E07%a

lectulte, from writing a letter to talking with friends, from watching
(

play to writing a novel places different dema ds upan the.partidApants,

8
differences which account for some of the spec fic difficuities experienced

in various media: In particular, we cannot ful y understand Friting untl \

weunderstand jts relationship to the oral lang age experiences upon which
\.

.

Th children's lingaistic knowledge is based. The d fferences-between this
4

ekperience and writing fall into two major categOries: those having to. do

with the comMunicative'medium and those having-to dovith the mesSage.

give a sketch ,here of the significance of these differences (see Rubin,

1980, for "further details).
) 4

With respect to communicative medium, there are at /east sexen

dimensiong along which,languake experi s Can vary. The contrafts are

madeAbetweeh the experiences, not just the vehicles for the messa for

example, between being in a conversation andwritings story, ra her than .

between a conversation and a story.- In terms of the seven dimenlsions; a

persofi's oral language experience lies at one extreme and writi g,a story
/

at the other. The dimensions are thi'iollowing:

Interaction: A person in conversation can ask to be asked questions.

A writer, on the other hand, must ensureithat the message wlllIbe
A

understood without such interaction. There arethus much greeter demands

on his or her mode of th

Ihvolvement In a 7hhversation eaCh'participant talks to the others.

Writing is only occasionally ditected to a specific person. It is

sometimes directed to someone other than the reader; and c racters in a

9
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written story direct their dia ogue to each other, not the reader. These
,-.

,

. L
Are aajor cOmpliations for the person Jost learning bo write. .,

'Modality. The'techniqued u ed-in speech,for emphasis,-\clatification,.

q 0 .

et . ate often unavailable to t e writer. For example".the sentence;
, - .7

anl'"It was- MatyAho brought the cider""Ma y brought the cider," could m
\

or t was the cider th t Mary brought." In speech, one would-u e stress

.
1-

to ac omplish the same function that the relative clause construe ion

sexve in writing.

S atial commonality. In a conversation participanti s share a ep tial

conxt that allows extralingOistic communication such 'as gestures a d

facial xpressions and easy referenee to directions dnd places, e.g.,

ithere" and '"Alere."- In Z;riting, one does not have the benefit of the

shared spatial context.

Temporal commftality. Siailarly, in conversations, participants Share.

a temporal'context. ,A writer must work withithe fact that the reader will

be teading the material at a time different from,whegkit was Written.
6 .

.

, Concreteness of referents. Participants in a conversation.take
.

. ,

advantage of the shaped visual presence of objeets and events, e.g., "this
; 0

bowl," "that window." By contralt, a"Vriter must construct descriptions of

such objects step by step; the reader cannot perceare the whole atone

time.
v

Separability of characters. In conversations,.the source of each

;utterance is immediately clear. A writeg, on the other hand, must use

!

lingui4ic devices to make distinctions among different people s statements
6

and p6ints of view.
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Writing a story differs from the typical oral language experfenee4n-.--pr

there is no interaction between the sender (writer) and the receiver

r*4 er) of the story;. the message cannot be directed to one,readeri tje

:Modality Wte:ct, not speech; the,reader and writer do not share a spatio-

emporal context; and thewriter must make a special effoit to maintain:the

Alistinction among different.people's statements and iocints'of view.

The disparity (as communicative media),7-betweeWa child's typical oral

cOnVersatiOn and writing--accounts in part for diffidultiet in learning to

write. But the experience also differ in terms of message. While

conversations often wander from subject to subject, good tegts haVe a

topical coherence wherein each sentence 'gives necessary information about

characters, situationsf-tlot, or argument. The purposes of participants in

conversations are also often ill-defined. They can change rapidly,

depending upon the utterances of other participants or upon events id the

.situation. Texts, on the other hand, require themes to be integrated to

serve a sustained purpose. These differences need to be explored if we are

to build a theory Of- writing -or to understand the developmentof writing

skills.

A Process Model Of Writing'

W. H. AUden Once remarked that he always went about with two notions

in his head: an idea seeking a form and a form seeking an idea. When

these notions came together he could produce poeiry. We would now like to

examine the processes that create. the ideas anpl'theforms, or structures,

that make writing possible. Though these processes may occur

simultaneously and interactively, a good way of understanding them is as
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separate steps in a procedIre. The purpose of the procedure is to create a

text that satisfies a variety of constraints, coming fromathree sources:

text structure (what are good sentence forms, paragraph forms, and text

forms),-content (what ideas are to be expressed and how are they related),

and purpose (how does the writer want to affect the reader and what is his

or her model of the reader). Trying to satisfy all these constraints at

onct makes writing difficult, often leading io "writing block" in adults

and children.

The processes of idea production and text production differ in

fundamental ways. While the final text must be a linear sequence of words,

the result of the process of idea production is a set of ideas with many

internal connections, only a few of which may fit the linear model

desirable for text. Although the set of ideas generated is subject to

rules of logical consistency, plausibility and relevance, these rules are

traditionally less codified than the rules for text production, jrnd the

number of allowable relationships between ideas is greater than the number

of allowable relationships between 4ements of text. This difference is

reflected in the fact that advice given for idea production 'ugually has a

free-style quality to it: People are advised to brainstorm, to use

adventurous thinking, or to emOloy synetics (Bartlett, 1958; Flower-tc

Hayes, 1981) -while advide for text proctuction is more structured and rule-
_

oriented.

In the succeeding sectiona we.discuss the production of ideas, the

production of,text, devices for producing good texte, and.editing bOth

ideas and text to meet cOmMunicative goals. .
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At least two different subprocesses are involved,in ia production:

discovering ideas and manipulating ideas. Separating the different

subpiptfesses allows a writer to apply systematic generation and editing

strategies for each process. We describe below some strategies that are

nost effective for exposition, but that can be applied to Other forms of

kwriting as well.

Figure 1 illustrates a stage in the manipulation of ideas for the

writi of this paper. It-shows a tentative grouping and labeling of ideas

that forms the basis for later text production. The generation of ideas is

always subject to content constraints, which are in turn modified.by

purpose constraints. 'For example, our intention in a previous section of

this paper was to emphaqize aspects of writing that have implications for

learning to write. This purpose modified content co straints, which

specified that the differences between writing and talking Were to be

discussed, in the direction of more detail on medium difference.

Insert Figure 1 about here.

Some of the questions suggested by this view of idea production are

the following: _What are the different ways people collect ideas (e.g.,

writing down randOm thoughts, writing down remarks of others)? How much

-

can one focus thhro1lecting process? Can collecting ideas be done as a

group project? What are the different strategies people use for idea

generation (e.g., compare and contrast)? What, strategies are used for

representing and writing down the ideas that.are formulated (e.g.,

categories and lists, random collections, boxes and ari:ows)? What are the

13
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different ways people group ideas? What relations define groups (e.g.,

temporal, logical, example-of; subsumes, antithesis)?
.

A

Discovering Ideas

Fortunate indeed would be a Writer whose ideas were alway4 crisp and

full developed. He or she could then concentrate4rry bit of energy.on

developing structures to express those ideas. Most of us soon learn that
1

the writer is somenne else. We resign ourselves to the possibility of
.

change in our idea' as we try to,form4late them. Writing becomes both a

thinking and an expressive activity. Van Nostrand's "functional, writing"

(Van Nostrand, Knoblauch, McGuire, & Pettigrew, 1977) is a good example of
-*.

a curriculum thayecognizes this unity of creative thinking and writing;

by stressing logical organization of ideas before text production.

This approach to writing is altogether natural and effective, yet the

process of discovering ideas is'often omitted in discussions nf writing.

In our model of writing, it is an integral part. .Whether we call it

"creating," "discovery," "collecting," or "catching," it is probably .best

characterized by example, and by examples of methods to do it. It is the

process of observing with a trained eye, of gathering data that can be used

at some unforeseen time. Constraints apply, even at this stage. 'Each of

_y_ideas is evaluated for its relevance AD the subject matter: writing:.

An examOle of this is-the evolution ok the idea that a reader's task is;
that of constructing a mwlel of a Story, to the ides that the writer's task-

it; to supply' the reader with sufficient cues to-build that model. The

impetus for this transformation is the writer's desire to view the original

insight fiom the perspective of the writing process.
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4

One of the simplest yet most important strategies for writing on a

given topic i to write down all the ideas that are related to the telpic.

It is important to.do this before imposing a text structurd, in order to

include as relevant as many ideas ai; possible,(Flower & Hsyes,,1981).

Otber systematic strategies ior discdvering ideas include:*

(1) Free associating on the topic

(2) Keeping a journal of relevant ideas and events

IJ(3) Brainstorming with a group .

(4) Looking.in books (source materials).

t5) Getting suggestions from a teacher, parent or.friend

Essential to all these strategies is letting the ideas down in tangible

form, so thst they,are ready fdr idea manipulation, the next stage.

Manipulating Ideas

The beginning of imposing structure on a set of ideas is to put the

ideas into groups, combining small units'into successively larger ones.

The groups themselves became stimuli for further ideas (as'shown in Figure

1). To,etimulate as many addttional ideas as possible, the writer should

try various groupings, noticing any systematic patterns that oCcur.

Our goal in constructing a theory of idea production is to identify

the strategies appropiiate fd different subprocesses and to specify when

particular strategies should be,used. In general, these strategies for

,
writing are not carried out in"strict order. Ip fact writers often use one

4

step as a sqMulus to.the. others. Some writers, for-instance,'write*wn

"-

as many ideas as possible in no particular order,.underthe,9e assumptiOn -that*.

groups Will emerge. Otthers define groups first in order- to facilitate the
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production, In either'case, the processes of idea colIeCtion and idea

manipulation are interleaved,,),each provididg matiFial foi- the other to work

There various strategies for systematically grouping ideas. Most

of them operate-so as to generate new.ideas as well as structuring the

*
original ideas. We can illustrate this with pwo types of structuring

."

strategies:

Compare and contrast. Here the writer uxtaposes ideas in order tik,

notice their s m larities and differences,A. aking,for analogleS: that 1_

underlie similar ses, and for explanatory principles that produce the

timilarities and differences. For example; if a. writer in,trying to

!4(lescribe the e?werience of eating a banana, he or she will notiCe it is.not

as squashy or tanAaiii-an aprico, not as crilp ss. an.. apple, nor as strifigy

as meat. By systematically exploring the spacmof foods, he or she will

think of most of the caMensions in which to describe\bow a bantral tastes.

Taxonimize, dimensionalize, coronentialize. Another effective
4 .

strategy is to F.57 to find ways of listing the ideas to fori a taxo

c
omy.

For egch list the writer shodld then look- to see if there is an- underlfing
,

dimension or dimensions that imposes structure on the list. If there is a

dimensionalized Space underlying the tpas, then it may be possible to see

the explanatory principles whickstructure the space.: Furthermore, if

there are any missing points or cells', a new idea corresponding to that:

cell can be generated and checked for plausibility. In this way

structurihg ideis generate's new ideas.

An example of the effectiVeness of this.strategy i he, development Of

the periodic table in'themistry. Before'the discovery of the periodic

16 1.8
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table, the chemical elements merely formed groups oUsimilar entities.

Mendeleyev's discovery of the two-tdimensional structure of the elements led

to the discovery of new elements which'filled missing dells in the

structure, and to the discovery of the atomic model which yields some

explanatory-pfincipkth underlyingthe organization of the table.

Text Production
0

. In order to produce text, it is necessary to imPose texi structures on

the ideas Text structures occur at different levels. 7Thelonger the

text, the more:such levels there are. For simplicity, we will assume that

there are just four levels: the text level,

J.

sentence level, and the iwoTd level. In most
4

occupied with only theprst

pioduciai text structure helps

the paragraph leyel, the

of the discussion we willSe

hree levelst. Separating the va. rious steps in

e writer in two ways: it simultaneously

eases the number of constraints that Mhst be satigfied at"oriti aSeaand it
. '

increases the likelihood of satisfying any -partioular constraint.

. .

Figure 2 shows a trace of these steps:for a paragraph of this paper. .

..,

The first box shOwe.the mafor sections of ihe paper. -One of.the aeCtions

is then expanded iAio parag aphs. 'Finally, the last paragraph is expandied

into idea units. Each of the idea units is expressed by one or More

sentences, e.g., the lead-in:

The disparity (as communicative media) between a ohild'S
typical oral conversation and writing accounts in part,
for d1fficulti6a in learning to write.

the Zheriences'also differ in terms'of message.,
1

epresses the'first idea unit:
.

medium is part of difference, but message'is also.
important.
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4t,

Insert Figure 2 about here.

The processes involved in producing text, whether.they operate-ton the...

word level, the sentence level, the paragraph level, or the text level,

must produce a linear sequence which satisfies certain grammatical rules
0

and which simultaneously achieves important communicative goL6. In order

to spare,,the writer the process Of_simulating the re'ddefeach step,
. .

certain;devices and conventions have develOped which reflect the results of

the simulation. They reliresent, iti esseve,'compiled wisdom. Some of

thes4 conventions are selfreinforcing; the more writers use "once upon a4

time" to begin,a story, the more readers will come to expect that opening

line and the more writeri' will cater to their expectations. The folliowing

section lists some textual devices which aid writers in the difficult task

.c-11

of finally producing atlinear reprebentaelon of their ideas.

Some of the research questions suggested by this viewof generating

structure are the following: What are the useful breakdowns of structure

into levels (text, Nragraph, sentence, etc.)? What are the different ways

people satisfy structure constraints? What are the most effective methads
,

for satisfying structural constraints? How.should transitions be bandlediL

What is the relation Atween text forms (e.g., story or argument) and

Structural levels?

Devices for Text Production

The tacit goals of mititing are-realized by at least three different

kinds of devic...41---Itructural devices, stylistic devicv, artd content

devices. Sometimes a particular Aevice serves seVeral different goals;

sometimes it may seive One objective, While interfering withianOther

l'a
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,objeEtive. In different types of texts, each of these goals may be More or
a

ltss important. -ThereforeOt ilvessential to determine how.different.

devices affect each of these pals, so that their use Can be op.timized to

`bs.

serve the specific goals of a partiaular text.

Structural Devices

The.goals of cOmmunication can be achieved at different levels of text

structurt At each level, there are specific forms that the writers can

use to help fulfill those principles. We will desgribe structures at the

text, paragraph, and sentence levels, bearing in Mtnd that in longer texts

there are,often additional intermediate levels.

Text level devices. The following examples illustrate the kinds of

textlevel forms that occur in writing.

6

Pyramid form. Any text can bstrdCtured so as to cover the most

%

important ideas or events first, and then to fill in'more and more detail

on succeeding passes throughthe mtterial. Stories are$00vered this way in

newspapers, so that readers can stop at different levels of detail. This

is also an effective strpcture for texts designed to teach, since it covers

material in the order easiest to learn (Collina & Adams, 1977; Norman,

1973).

Story Or narrativeiform. Any text can be structured tccording to the

temporal and causal relatibns between the events that occurred. Story

grammars (Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975) attempt to give a

4
formal characterizatiotbf story structure. Obviously most fictibn uses

some form of narrative structuKe, but it can.be used in other forms of text

19 2
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4

as well. For example, a scientist may use narrative structure to desert e

what was thought and done in a temporal sequette as a story unfolding.-

Argument form. The Greeks developed several formulas for.thel
\

Aructure of an oration. This kind of structure has'been tairied'in pot

in the structure of such documents as legal briefs and scientific articles.

One version of the form is the followingl introduction, background,

definition of issues, statement of,what is to be proven, arguments for and

against the tfhesis, refutation of opposing arguments, and summation

(Lanham', 1969). Argument form it designed to be persuasive and hence is

really only apptopriate for expository text.
'

Process-o4-elimination*orm. 'This is a kind of inverted pyramid

structure where the'writer makes an argument by eliminating all the

possible alternatives (a form used, for instance,,in Bailyn, 1967). It is

a- risky structure, because it means taking up the least important and least .

interesting points first. We mention it because in writing it is important

to considaz<hat structures are good and what are bad for achieing

different objectives. Procesarof-elimination ttructure may be400d far

persuading the reader, but ineffective for holding _his-ere:her 'Iriterest.

Patagraph level deVices. Paragraph structures are as diverse as text

structures. A common paragtaph structure consists of the following::

-

statement of thesis, elaboration of thedlii, and summarilation of thesis.

In this scheme the elaboration can be realized many different ways.: by

giving an example, by supplyingssupportive evidencei etc. Other paragraph

dtructures consist of an episode frOm a stream of events.or a descriPtion.

of a scene or object.

20
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Sentence lelel devices. Sentence itructures are the most diverse of

all, though some writers useonly a small repertoirie of sentence .frames

quite successfully. We describe briefly two sentence types that Strunk and

White (1972) giVe as eXamples of.tight and'ioose construction's.

<1) Because (old idea), (new idea). ("Be use the store was closed,

4ws went back home.") This is a tight construc-tion, because it puts the
s

given information in the first part of the sentence, the new information in

the seond part of the sentence, and links them in a strong way (Haviland

leark, 1974)., -This construction therefore makes for ease.of understanding

,

and persuasiveness.

(2) (Idea 1), and (Idea 2). ("The store was closed and we went back

home.") This is a lOose construction which writers frequently overuse. In

this construction there is no emphasis on the givennew distinction-, nor

aoes the conjunction specify how the two ideas are. related. It is this

very lack Of specificity that permits its overuse: '

Stylistic Devices 4.

By stylistic devices, ye refer to such elements in writing as

contrast, rhetorical questions, humor, suspense, etc. We include here the

use of pictures, though the placement is somewhat arbitrary. Like the
a.

structural forms, these stylistic deviceS exist,at every level of text

structure.

Zse of pictures. Pictures have several properties that impact on

different objectives of writingi (a) They tend to be attention getting and
a

so can help to hold onto the reader4ong.enough to get information hross,.

(b) They tend to be more memorable than text (Bower, 1.972;- Paivia, 1911),!\

so that they are useful where forgetting is a major vroblem, and (c) T ey ..-

(1.1

21
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reable to communicate spatial ideas more easily than text, but generally

are limited in what ideas they can communicate.
LI

Use of contr4st. Contra-tt geherally serves to enhance the clarity of

a text.' It is particularly useful for juxtaposing correct'interpretations
A

or procedures with incorrect ones. It alto generally acts to increase

memorability; but can lead to later confusions when for example, the

reader cannot remember which interpretation is correct.. Sorting out the

effeCts of contrast on Memorability would .be one of our goals in specifying

:

a theory of writing.

Humor. Humor is a device which can be very effective in achieving the

communicative goal of holding the reader-s interest. %Weyer, it may, by

creating a less s rious context, make it more difficult to achieve the goal

of persuading the reader. This is a good example of the interactions'that

must be considered when using any of the devices; no device is uniformly

effective for every purpose.

Suspehse . Another important device foi both narrative and exposichry '

text is suspense. In the most general way, suspense is created by

communicating just enough (of an argument or a sequence of actions) that

the reader is induced to imagine a completion. The reader then becomes

more active, hence more attentive, and, since he or she makes the

conclusions, is more easily.persuaded. However, Suspensegitself has a.

disadvantage, since it may make the text less comprehensible, if the reader

cannot or does not complete the implied patterns.

Content Devices

There are three eletnents of ihe underlying idea,struCture of a text

that have strong effects on its Clarity and memorability. We refer. to

es'
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these as the hierarchical structut
isir_L

the ideas, the *lag bility of the

. .

ideas, and ihe connectivity of the id' as;
N.,

Hierarchical structure. ,The sur ce form of a text i i linear',
k

structure, but underlyin&the linear stucture is & higher level

°-
organization of ideas (Me;er, 1975). tbis underlying'stru

l

titre cari be

\
hierarchical to a greater or lesser degre 'be.. There is prob ly some ojitimum

balance to achieve clarity and'memorabilityi too-flat a st cture overloads

one's ability to.remember all the parallel elements. Too d ep a structure
;

overloads one's ability to remember all tbe levels of embedd ng, and to

keep.straight their interrelationships. PrObably, a branchi g hierarchical

structure with three to six elements at each branch is optima (Handler,

1967).

Tangibility of the ideas. Ideas exist at all levels of a traction in

the hierarchy, from very global ideas pervading the text tolver specific

ideas realized in each sentence. Ideas at all levels can b more or less
4020

'tangible. Tangibility involves such notions as how tightly Or exp citly
g

the idea, is formulated. One way toomake an idea more tangible is to name

\

it. We are usiog this device here by assigning the word "tangibility" to

the concept we are discussing. When an idea is named, it is then potsible

-

to attach different properties to it. This can make the text mote
, ,

y

memorable, but at the same time overuse of this devise Can make a text
I

sound full.of jar glin and thimi less comprehensible and persuasive.

Connectivity. The More explicit a writer,can make)the relatiOnshipsv

between each new idea and tbe previous text, the easier tt is for the

reader to follow. Good writers have-a large.store of ccAmective operator/ s
_4

that can be used-to indicate:precisely where each mew idea fits.into the
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,

discourse struceare. Examples'are'ptrases such as 'accordingly"in
a

contrast," and'"one implication of the'above.arguments." Such connective

operators c'an even be used to cover up flaw6 in,the contenf, resulting in

4
, polished btt empty pros

---"ructures7Editing

.-

° Most writers feel that editing is as cruCial an aspect of-good wrfting
6

. A

4as %idea ,and text production (Flower, 1981). Tnfottunately;'childten-have

the intuition that once a text is generead, it is finished. Thus i

teaching writing'one major
4

look at their writing 7from

Bere i Re, .McDonald, Nate

tactiC is to teach students- tO step ba and

(Scardamalia,

2). It may-be useful to teach studentSTSome

another person's point of view

.

specific editing operators.that skilled writers/acquire after,extensive

praotice in viewing their wr
All

ng from the outside. In order to edit

successfully, a writer.must Tit him or herself out of the text and assume

. the role of the imagined der. Editing must.be done to modify parts of

4,Qa
the .text which,this reader would find,lacking in comprehensibility,

)nemorability, persuasiveness, or enticingness.

Editing operatorrs exist at each level of text strUcture. The editing

operators for the most part parallel the structural devieea discussed r"--

above, but they also reflect the kinds of corrections writers must make for

typical errors We list belowsome of tolie editing operators beginning

writers should earn to apply.

f Some text level operators are the following: (a) Delete extraneous
--,.., 0

material. Any sectitink,of text that are oot.oeceseary, or that nothing'
. .-

else in the text depends on, should probably_he deleted. (b) Add headings

and plan of text. Anything done to make sttucture of the text more visible
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helps the reader. (c) MOve important ideas to the front. If the most

interesting di important ideas are buried in the middle of: the text, the

reader may'never find them. ..(d) Qualify at beginning, not in each

sentence. If there is a need to qualify the certainty of a whole section ,

of text, move all the qualifications into a general statement: at'the

beginning.

Some paragraph level operators are the following: (a) Split long

paragraphs into two. Except in narrative text, long.paragraphs are

exhausting to read and hard to remember, so the writer should shorten them

.where possible: (b) Make lists or tables.1 Where a paragraph is discussing

a whole series of ideas, it helps the reader if the writer puts them into

lista or tables where the parallelstructure is apparer!.t. (c) Add topic

and concluding sentences. Paragraphs that do not start with a topic

sentence or conclude with a summary sentence can often be improved. (d)

Put in connective phrases. Very often phrases like "therefore" iand

"nevertheless" can makt clear the4e1ation between different ideas in the

paragraph.

Some sentence.level operators are the following: (a) Delete empty

words and phrases. There are a number of words and phrases that cree0 into

text and can be deleted, such as seems to be," adverbial modifiers,

alternatives in ."and" and' "orl constructions. (b)Treate parallel

structures. Often sentences are difficult to understand because parallel

structure is not maintained in different clauses or phrasea. (c),Break.

long sentences into shorter sentences. If a sentence is too long,,it helps

."
to make two sentences out of the one, as is almost always possible. (d)
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Turn passive aente,ces4o active sentences. _Passive_sentenowoften lead
F

to awkward constructions, which a change to active voicTe can eliminate.

Using these and other editing operators, a good procedure for text'

prOduction becomes:

(1) Create a detailed outline of the text structure.

(2) Apply text-level editing operators.

(3) Create a semi-text with all the ideas included Mhi

paragraphs, but not in finished sentences.

(4) Apply paragraph-level editing operators.

(5) Create finished text.

(6) Apply sentence-level editing operators.

This step-brvitep approach helps-the writer because he or she'can edit at

several levels before producing finished text. It also.allows

concentration on generation and editing with respect to one aspect of the

tekt at a ttae, this helping to overcome writer's block.

Editing is one of he most importont tasks a writer must perform. .It

is not ancubprocess in itself, but rather a reapplication of subprocesses

to partially finished proaucts. With respect to idea discovery the editing

process helps it choosing the most interesting.and relevant-ideas as well

as in clarifying, redefining, extending, or constraining ideas formulated

initially. With respect to manipulating ideaS 'Itiady'lead to

restructuring groups or to redefining the-relations that hold ideas

together. With respect to structure, it helps by refining the match

between the structure produced and structutoal constraints. This view of

editing suggest several research questions: What are the strategies for

editing? What conditions trigger different writers to edit? What is the
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relation of criticism to editing? What is the relation of selfcriticism

to editi How can purpose constraints be applied during editing?

What Makes Writing Difficult to LLrn?

Much of the difficulty of writinistems fromthe large number of

constraints that must be satisfied at the same time. In expressing an idea

the writer must consider at least four structural levels: overall text

structure, paragraph structitre sentence structure, and word structure.

Clearly the attempt to'coordinate all theserequirements is astaggering

job. What makes'the learning process particularly difficult, however, is':

that the whole set of task components must be learned at once.' The child

has no opportunity to set aside the problems ofapelling and syntax While

learning to produce paragrapb structures.. The teaching Methods we propose

in the next section are designed to allow the beginning writer to

concentrate on a subset of the task, while still performing a communiCative:

act.

One great difficulty for novice writers is maintaining connective

flow. The relationships between ideas.must be made clear. Yet, in order

to-write about an idea, the idea must be expanded downward in terms of the

successively lower levels of paragraphs, sentences, worde, and letters.

, Having produced an expansion of'the first idea, the writer must jump back

4.\
up to the idea level to recall the desired connection,- and then produce a

similarly detailed expansion of the second idea, together with an

_indication of the relationship between the_two ideas. It is here that magy

Writers experience most of their difficulties.
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)
Sometimes writers, particularly children become lost ln the proceSs

of downward expansion and lose sight of the higlr-level relatiOnships they

originally wanted to express. Downsliding"the phenomenonvof getting

pulled into lower and more local levels of task processing--is a very

common probltm in writing, and in Other domains as well. In writing (add

reading), education practice has reinforced the natural tendency toWards

down-slidi2s, with the result that many children focus almost exclusively ,

on lower-level task coiponents when they write.

Scardamalia's (1981) observations .of childrees prose illustrate their

difficulties in maintaining connective flow. She gives examples in which

idea-level relationships are inadequately expressed, even though the lower-

level structures.of syntax and spelling are quite good. The developmental

indrease in the number of ideas that can be coordinated probably refleCts

that fact that older .children are more practiced at text production. This -

means that the lower levels of structure no longer occupy all their

.1
attention, allowing them to spend more resources coordinating ideas.

.%kjtermediate Tasks

Our analysis of the Writing process suggests different ways it can be

subdivided to ease the number of constraints that must be satisfied at an))

one time. Our earlier comparison of the production of Oral and writteO.

language suggests where childreni who haVe acquired.oral skills,-mav

problems in learning writing skills. This compariSon in turn puggests a

number of intermediate tasks:that children might be given tqlOrercise tbe

different subskills heeded for writing.
_._
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DiScovering Ideas Tasks

Some of the intermediate tasks for discovering ideas, are the

followinge'(a) Work together at collecting ideas (b) Keep a journal (this

4 is an old but effective task that helps both.tegifiners and expert writers),

'(c) Discuss e'adit otharls ideas AS a.group.

.Manipulating Ideas Taski

For manipulating ideas, some of the following intermediate tasks

suggest themselves: -ceria'e a set of ideas and make explicit comparisons

and contrasts among the.ideas, (b) Put given ideas into a hierarchiea

structure, (c) Decide among 'gven ideas which are most relevant t some

purpose.

Producing TeXt Tasks

The basic idea of the text generation tasks is to simplify tte writing

experience by having the child perform only part of the task of writing.

The parts of the task left tO the child.pan be progressively variltd from

simple to complex. A stitent can be asked to write.one level of a passage

' under condttions such that all other levels:of text structure are'managed

,by the teacher. At each levsl of structure, a student can be given vieces

that make up the next level and asked to arrangl them in a coherent _whole.

. .

.-...10,,,deposo,
.

For example, at the text-structure leVel, he-or she would receive-a . .

collection ,of paragraphs to order into a
,
text. At the.paragraph,level,

,

sentences would be given, and so on. In most cases these pieces will be'

slightly rough, and in particular 'they will lack the appropriateconnective

phrases. The studeneS job is to: prOide connections between the piecea,
.

as well as to order the piece$, '
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Another intermediate ,task is to take a given set of ideas and put them

isto one of the structural forms, e.g., theopyramid form. Next, the

filled-out form is judged by peers in terms of, Sot its correctness, but

its comprehensibility, memorab±Aty, enticingness, and persuasiveness.

Such a task allows the beginning writer to focus on text structurl'as- a

skill to be learned, but does not destroy the communicative purpose-of

writing.

(-

Editing Tasks

A

Another way to subdivide the writing process is to give students a

text to work on that needs -editing. A. few variations of this idea are the

following: (a) The-single-level task. The first and simplest task is for

the person to edit on only one level of text structure, given a specially

.prepared tma with errors only on that level. (b) The sequential-leVls

task. The second task is for the person to edit on one level when given a

text with errors on several levels (a simulated first-draft). (c) The
1

multiple-leveas task. This task also uses a first-draft text with errors

on several levels, but in this task the person-must edit on all the levels,

-instead of just one.

A particularly ilteresting comparison is that between a person'

performance on a given leVel in the multiple-level task, and performanee 14:

pn that same fevel in the single-level task. This comparison, providesa

Measure of which levels suffer mast'when'attention is'divided among Several

levels. When a novice ioriter bas to deal with more than one level ai once

tbe view of wriLg as fulfilling multiple. constraints Suggests that

.editing will be 1.estl aceurate.than when Only -one,level is involved. Mnre

32
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specifically, a beginher's tendency to down-slide suggests that the novice,

1when given more 'than one level to deal with, will focus on the lowest-ones.

This ieans t t performance on the lowest of several levels will be more

like singl -task performance ihan performance on the high level,.

Performance on the highest levels will suffer most in a multiple-levels

task.

'Self-Editing Tasks !-

Some interesting.manipulations in the editing task can be perforni6d
scc.

using a person's own writing. The simplest version of the task is simply.
,

to show or read a piece written by the student and ask how well tt achieVes

its intention and how it can be improved.

detects problemsand suggests improvements

To the degree that a person

on a given level, we can sinfer

understandiN of the sitructures for that level. A person's ability,

however, to identify problems explicitly may lag beihind inplicit knowledge

of the area. Many instances of this kind of/pp are reported in the

developmental literature; for example, Gieitman, Gleitman, and Shipley

(1972) E;nd de VillieNvs and de Villiers (1974) have found that young

children can identify sentences as semantically and sYntactically anomalous

before they are able to correct them. People often can differentiate good

iting from bad writing even when they cannot themselves produce good

w iting.This suggests a set.of tasks that exercisea

about what constitutes good structure in writing. For

student's own teirt is altered in various mays and then

to rate'the goodness of the writing.
4

person's knowledge

these tasks the

the student is adked ,

The basic,procedure is-as follows; First, the child writes a passage-

on'an assigned topic; second 'the tescher producesone or More alterqd
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d is shown thg altered

passages as well as the original (but retyped) passage and is askedto rate

the passages for goodness of writing and for effeCtiveneds at conveying the

wiriter's intent.lz Alterations can be Made at any of the structural levels'

of text, and also in the content. Both improveMents and degra

1ions of

the text could be included. Further, alterations can vary in e en from

total reorganizations of the material, to simple editorialctanges.

One intriguing qufstion is the extent to which peovle prefer

alterations over theieown original versions. Informal'observations of
1b3

ourselves and other writers suggest Mgt' people often prefer prose in which

corrections have been made. If the ideas are better' organized, if

appropriate connectives are added, or'if the,iyntax is corrected students

are likely to prefer an altered version to their own original. This

intuition seems obvious, but It has important implications. The extent 'to

which a person prefers an alteration over his or her own prose, when asked

to rote several variations, is a measure of the gap bOtween the person's

implicit knowledge about what constitutes good text and the knowledge

explicitly accessible to that person during constructiop of prose. The

systematic description of the kinds of alterations that a person is

sensitive to provided a window into knowledge that would otherwise: be
7-

inaccessible to the outside obSer4er. .

Summary

Analyses of the writing process are not new; wrlters literary

analysts and rbetoriciana bave all contributed useful insights'. The

\formaliSms we._are eXploring cOme krom cognitive, science, and hence,
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hiAorically from theoretical linguistics and artificial intelligence.

TIley are built on notions suCh as "debugging" (Brown, Burton, & Hausmann,

1977); "successive refinement" (Minsky, 1962), and "Constraint ,

satisfaction" (Woods, 1976). Many of these notions ariselrom the Computer

metaphor, which says, not that writing (or thinking) i4: a mecbanical

process, but xhat the language used for describing computer processes is

tte richest one available for expressing process theories in ,precise forms. .

The definition of a series of steps fs only part of the specification
AP

of a process model for writing. Equally important are.considerations of

-timing and interactions among the subprocesses i.e., the control,structure

issue (Nash-Webber, & Bruce, Note 1). Some of the contro structure

I--

questions that need to be addressed are the following: Wha strategies do'

writers have for determining which process to work on? How does a writer

decide that the output o one process is sufficieRrf6r a succeedingm,

process to take over, ., that ideas have been grouped together well

enough for text structure to be generated? How does a writer decide to re-

do a. process, e.g., to reformulate.an idea or rewrite a paragraph?

The cognitive science approach to writing, then, i not yet a unified
....-

theory but, in the terminology of our discussion, a aev?ce for generating

'1*

ideas. The questions listed here,derive from-th0 approach; answe s to

them would be at least a step toward theory of writing.
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Figure' aprions

filit#

Plgure 1. Manipulating ideas. Ideas are put into tentative groups,

. which, in turn, suggest new ideas tinitalics). The outlined group of

Three PerspectiVes on Writing

ideas corresponds to the section of -text that is expanded in Figure. 24

Figure 2. Producing structures. The figure shows successiVe

elaboration of the structure of this paper, fromorganization into seCtions

to the internal structure of the paragraph that expresses the group shown

in Figure 1.

,



Writing-talking differences

- abstract or fanciful content in writing .

- permanence of writing v. iransience of conversation

- Zong duration of writing process v. short duration
/--
f reading process

.7"

- contrast between stories and conversation

looser.structure in conversation than in writing

- lack of redundancy in text

Intermede,,tasks

- working with ideas of others

- collecting ideas as,a group

- editing

,-,writing sentences

- writing paragraphs

- writing down conversation

Fractionation of subpro6esses

- as an effective writing method

- as a teachin4 method

- relation to editing

Grouping ideas

= logical

- temporal

- dialectical

- example/of

- containment



Sections

-.

Introduction

Writing as a commUnicative act

!Writing and other language experiences 1.
r'

Conclusion

'paragraphs

Several dimensions of variation in
language experiences

Differences in' terms of medium

Medium differences summara. ed

1
1

'Message dimensions 1
1

Idea Units

Lead-in: medium is part of diffdren9e,
but message is also important

Examples: content

structure'

purpose

Closing: need to explore%tbese
differences (also closes section)


